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***

“He who controls the weather controls the world” – Lyndon B. Johnson, 1962

Watch video below.

 

What we are seeing these days with hurricane “Ian” ravaging the Caribbean, the Florida
coasts and inland, then all the way up to South Carolina – causing massive destruction of
infrastructure, cropland, death of animals and people, as well  as cancellations of all  flights
from NYC to Florida, this is a state of war.

It is also called geoengineering.

In the last couple of years it has become common place.

“Chemtrails”, the by now common term for spraying the higher atmosphere by airplanes
literally  with  tons  of  tens  of  thousands  of  different  chemical  particles,  has  become  a
technology covered by hundreds if not thousands of patents. Not just US patents. Patents
from countries around the world.

Did you know that Spain along with over 50 countries are currently carrying out “activities
to artificially change the weather”. So said recently the Spanish weather agency AEMET and
speaks of “chemical contrails” or “chemtrails”. See this.

To get a full picture of what geoengineering is all about, its history – back to at least 1947,
probably longer – its scientific background, secrecy – and power – war power, literally to be
used for weather warfare, you ought to watch “The Dimming” (linked below).

Geoengineering may be similar to Project Manhattan (The Manhattan Project was the code
name for the American-led effort to develop a functional atomic weapon during World War
II),  see  this  “The  Dimming”  –  Full  Length  Climate  Engineering  Documentary
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(https://www.GeoengineeringWatch.org,  10  March  2021)

According to Florida’s meteorological stations, Ian is the worst hurricane hitting Florida in
decades, possibly ever.

Ian’s devastation – the extent of which cannot yet be measured – is leaving behind damage,
requiring possibly years of clean-up and reconstruction work.

See this 3-min tell-it-all video.

Like the hot and dry summer – in Europe and North America almost two months without a
drop of rain and record temps – killing harvests, animals, food stocks, even people, those
vulnerable to heat and the poor. The poor are always in the first line to be hit and hurt by
misery.

Of  course,  the  scenario  fits  perfectly  into  the  objectives  of  the  Great  Reset  and  of  UN
Agenda 2030. It fits the Big Picture – which we should never forget, when we look at single
disaster events. All we have to do is connect the dots.

In a conference in Davos, Switzerland, at the end of August 2022, a meteorology professor
of  one of  Europe’s  foremost  technical  universities,  addressed the  audience by  saying,
“There is no need to tell you that our weather is engineered. Its obvious. But I will explain to
you how it’s done.”

Then he proceeded explaining the different processes, the thousands of different chemicals
that are released int the atmosphere, what they do – and how they are patented – and how
these poisonous particles, many containing heavy metals and toxic chemicals are ending up
in water streams, lakes and groundwater . It is weaponizing the weather. The devastation of
it may be almost as destructive as a nuclear bomb. Severe storms, droughts floods, colds –
ice storms – and more can be applied anywhere in the world.

With the “Greens” massive and relentless propaganda it simply will be ascribed to “climate
change”. Scared and indoctrinated people – still  a vast majority – will  not question the
climate change dictum. They nod and accept, and hope to be able to survive and rebuild.
Those who lose loved ones, will blame it on man-made “climate change”.

Yes, man-made it is. But it has nothing to do with the “excessive release of carbon dioxide”,
or CO2. It is geoengineering weather into a deadly war-weapon. See this.

In many places, or entire countries, water was rationed this summer 2022.

Wrongly so, because there were years in recent history, where the water tables were lower
throughout Europe and North America, and no water rationing occurred.

Water rationing is an intimidating tactic. Everybody knows that water is essential for life.
Rationing it spreads fear and incites submission to the authorities who decide over your
access to water. It is part of fearmongering, subduing peoples’ minds into a dependency on
authority.

https://www.youtube.com/redirect?event=video_description&redir_token=QUFFLUhqbl9ieXM2TkEyWTVVNmJzUzRVNmd2aExFQmx3QXxBQ3Jtc0trVkkzY2Y2by1rN0JvMXdIMUdNY25FaUFTLWRxNDNfakRBV1M2bVhydTZreHBaQzd1UWpORUJfWWdBbjEtN1dwSDRTT096MHRTUzRCVF9FdE1YVjV2bkk0WXZWRE5lNHdGekktel9JbmpZTFotOXI1NA&q=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.GeoengineeringWatch.org%2F&v=rf78rEAJvhY
https://www.globalresearch.ca/when-green-turns-brown-nobody-notices/5794474
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Authorities will allow you to use or not to use water and / or energy and / or food. You are
told there are shortages. These shortages will be complemented by other shortages. They
are causing panic and famine, particularly in the vulnerable segments of populations.

Nobody tells you that all these shortages – mostly blaming Russia for them, falsely of course
– are made artificially  –  all  with the purpose of  controlling humanity –  the playbook of  the
WEF’s Great Reset, aka UN Agenda 2030.

The  combination  of  all,  including  the  earlier  poisonous  mRNA  multiple-vaxx-shots,
weakening the human autoimmune system, may also cause massive deaths from famine, a
multitude of diseases and sheer misery-related causes, including massively increasing, but
nor reported, suicides.

Again, nobody tells you – these are artificial  shortage, wantonly man-made shortages with
the purpose of creating harm, severe harm – and advancing the Reset’s eugenist agenda.

The point is, geoengineering is advanced to a level where Washington easily can say “by
2025 we own the weather”. See this and this.

Owning the weather, for the Pentagon means, weaponizing the weather.

Possibly using it instead of – or in parallel with – nuclear weapons; targeted small radius
nuclear blasts.

*

Only when a critical mass of people is aware of what is going on – and what this could mean
for  the  future  of  mankind,  can  we,  the  people,  counteract  these  diabolical  control
mechanisms of an obscure cult  and its goal  of  a One World Order – total  digitization,
robotization and globalization of the surviving world population.

They will not achieve it.

Because we awakened humans will not allow it. Our spirit, dynamics and quantum physics,
seeking out the light, our vibration with the light, will prevent the dark cult from succeeding.

*

Note to readers: Please click the share buttons above or below. Follow us on Instagram and
Twitter and subscribe to our Telegram Channel. Feel free to repost and share widely Global
Research articles.
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